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Abstract—The increasing use of embedded systems to provide
new functionality and customer experience requires developing
the embedded systems carefully. As a new challenge, autonomous
systems are developed to be working in a fleet to provide
production workflows. Developing such a system-of-systems requires utilizing various software tools to manage the complexity.
One task in developing safety-critical products, in general, is
to analyze if the applied tools can introduce failures into the
final product. Today’s functional safety standards consider only
single software tools for analysis. In our industrial work, we can
observe a trend towards supporting product lines. A common
configurable platform is developed to support a range of different
products. Developing such a platform and supporting variability,
a toolchain is created where software tools are glued together
using scripts to support product lines and automatically generate
compiled code. The current functional safety standards do not
straight forward support this. This paper discusses how software
tools need to support functional safety and show limitations by
providing an industrial case. We provide a model-based approach
to describe a toolchain and show its application to an industrial
case. To analyze potential failures in the toolchain, we utilize the
HAZOP method and show its application.
Index Terms—Hazard Analysis, Toolchain, HAZOP, Safety,
Model-based, System-of-Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Developing customer products requires ensuring and show
that local regulations for different markets are fulfilled. To
meet these regulations, specific standards have been developed
to support developers in choosing the appropriate design and
apply proven methods and processes. In this work, we solely
focus on functional safety, which is described as the “absence
of unreasonable risk due to hazards caused by malfunctioning
behavior of E/E systems” [1]. Functional safety standards like
the general standard IEC 61508 [2] or the domain-specific
standards like ISO 26262 [1] for the automotive domain
or ISO 13849 [3] and ISO 19014 [4] for the earth-moving
machinery domain, describe processes and methods on how
to develop the E/E system for safety-critical products. All
possibilities that can lead to failure in the embedded system
must be identified and possible mitigation is required to
be implemented. Apart from requirements on the design of
software and electronic hardware, the software tools applied
in this process need to be analyzed. It is possible, that the
correct programming code is leading to failures in the targeted
embedded systems because of a malfunctioning compiler.

The list of software tools used in an industrial development
process can become long, integrating in-house-developed tools
and third-party tools. Furthermore, these software tools are
rarely applied in a stand-alone manner. Instead, these tools
are connected to a complex toolchain by additional in-housedeveloped scripts for automation. The purpose of such automation can be to reduce the risk for human errors when
creating the input for tools like compilers. Another reason to
automate the toolchain is the high variability of the products to
be supported. It is challenging to oversee all possible failures
and dependencies and their impact on the generated software.
The above-mentioned functional safety standards state requirements on a single tool and programming languages, but lack
clarity on toolchains with a high degree of automation. There
is a lack of guidance for practitioners on how to document
the toolchain appropriately and analyze it for potential failures
to meet the requirements from the relevant functional safety
standards.
In this paper, we provide insights from our industrial
work with the development of system-of-systems and provide
practical guidance on how to document a toolchain. We utilize
the hazard and operability study (HAZOP) [5] as an analysis
method for studying the toolchain. We furthermore discuss our
results concerning functional safety standard compliance.
This paper is structured as follows. We provide the background to our work in section II and describe an industrial
case in section IV. Our approach to describe a toolchain to
aid safety analysis is presented in section V. We discuss our
findings and conclude our paper in section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
When developing safety-critical products, it is necessary to
understand how failing product features can lead to critical
situations with risk for health and safety. It needs to be
understood how these features can fail and their causes. One
way to introduce failure is a malfunctioning behavior of a
software tool used to develop or verify the product. A software
tool is a computer program used to assist the development,
testing, or analysis. Examples of such software tools include
compilers, automated code generators, and verification tools.
It is necessary to analyze each applied tool in the development
and verification processes for developing safety-critical prod-

ucts if malfunctioning of the tool or incorrect use of a tool
can introduce faults in the final product.
Currently, tool qualification requirements are stated in different functional safety standards. However, these requirements are valid for single tools, not for a chain of tools. Furthermore, the product in this context is a single system and not
a system-of-systems. A practicable qualification approach for
a chain of tools is necessary and is beneficial for the complete
process. In the following, we describe the requirements from
relevant functional safety standards.
A. Tool Qualification - Functional Safety Standards
In general, different functional safety standards state requirements for tool qualification, such as ISO 26262 [1]
or IEC 61058 [2]. Other functional safety standards like
ISO 13849 [3], state rather vague requirements on tools
focusing on proven in use. The argument “proven in use”,
requires that the tools are already used in previous development processes. This is not always possible since tools are
also evolving or replaced.
1) IEC 61508: Generally, the functional safety standard
IEC 61508 differentiates between if specific software support
tools are applied either during the development and verification
processes or during the product’s run-time. Software tools
applied during development and verification activities are
referred to as software off-line support tools. Software on-line
support tools “can directly influence the safety-related system
during its run time” [2]. Such on-line tools shall be considered
a software element of the safety-related system and shall be
developed accordingly. In this work, we focus on software
off-line support tools. To focus on the critical tools, each tool
shall be classified by focusing on the possibility of introducing
errors in the targeted code or by failing to detect errors.
• T1 (Support Tool): Category T1 covers all software tools
with no direct or indirect impact on the code. Examples
of T1 tools are text editors or requirements management
tools.
• T2 (Verification Tool): In Category T2, all those tools are
collected, which cannot change or affect the code of the
safety-related system but can fail to identify defects in
the code or the targeted E/E system. Typically, these can
be verification tools that are failing to detect failures in
the target.
• T3 (Development Tool): The category T3 covers those
software tools which can generate or manipulate the
code for the targeted safety-related system or an indirect
impact on the code or its generation. Typical examples
are compilers, which translate and optimize the source
code.
A thorough analysis is required for all tools to identify if and
how each tool impacts the safety-related system.
Each of the tools is seen as stand-alone, while the interaction between tools, automation of toolchains, or the
impact on a system-of-systems is not considered. There are
no requirements or guidelines on how a chain of tools shall
be documented or analyzed in a structured way.

2) ISO 26262: ISO 26262 is providing a similar approach
as IEC 61508 described above. The ISO 26262 utilizes two
parameters to calculate a tool confidence level (TCL) for a
software tool. The tool classification in ISO 26262 is based
on the tool impact (TI) and tool error detection (TD).
Tool Impact (TI): The tool impact parameter is used to
classify the software tools if they can have an impact on the
safety-related system or not.
• TI1 contains all those software tools, where there is an
argument that they are not in T2.
• TI2 contains all software tools directly or indirectly
impacting the safety-related system or failing to detect
failures.
Tool Error Detection (TD): The parameter TD covers the
controllability dimension of risks related to tools, i.e., if the
user of a tool has the possibility to detect a failure of the tool.
TD1 contains those tools with a high probability for the user
to detect a failure of the tool, while TD3 contains all those
tools, with no possibility to identify a failure of a tool.
Both parameters are used to calculate the Tool Classification
Level (TCL). The TCL is the highest (TLC3) for those
tools, directly or indirectly contributing to the safety-related
system’s software and where the tool’s potential failures are
not detected. The same approach as described in IEC 61508
is used to state-specific requirements on tools of different
criticality levels. No guidance is provided on how to deal with
toolchains with a high degree of automation.
B. Documenting Usage of Tools
The functional safety standard ISO 26262 [1] is, for example, requiring knowledge about the intended purpose of
a software tool, relevant inputs and outputs, and information
about how the tools are used, including relevant constraints.
Hillebrand et al. [6] have proposed a structured way of how
to document tools. The authors utilize spreadsheets to list the
tools, inputs, and outputs for each development phase in the
V-Model. The authors do not consider the interaction of tools
or automation of toolchains. Furthermore, the question of how
to identify the critical system effects of the introduced faults
is not discussed. Barner et al. [7] describe a toolchain for
developing mixed-criticality systems. The purpose of the paper
is not to discuss how to document a toolchain for conducting
a safety analysis. Nonetheless, the toolchain is described as a
process flow, which is different from the spreadsheet approach.
C. System-of-Systems
In our work, we focus, among others, on system-of-systems.
ISO 26262 defines the term system as a “set of components or
subsystems that relates at least a sensor, a controller, and an
actuator with one another” [1]. The term system-of-systems is
defined as “a set or arrangement of interdependent systems that
are related or connected to provide a given capability” [8]. The
standard ISO 21841 defines that system-of-systems consists of
a “set of systems or system elements that interact to provide
a unique capability that none of the constituent systems
can accomplish on its own” [9]. A constituent system in

this context is an “independent system that forms part of a
system-of-systems (SoS)” [9]. By integrating and connecting
independent systems to system-of-systems, new dangers and
risks may arise [10]. This means that even if integrating
safety-certified systems into a system-of-systems, new hazards
may result from the integration. Therefore, it is necessary
to identify, analyze and capture those emergent hazards and
review the integrated systems if undiscovered failures may lead
to accidents with another constituent system.
III. R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
In this work, we focus on complex toolchains for developing
safety-critical products. The following research questions are
answered as a contribution to this research.
RQ1 How can complex toolchains be documented using a
model-based approach for enabling a safety analysis?
RQ2 How to identify failures introduced by the toolchain
in the context of developing a system-of-systems?
IV. A C ASE S TUDY FROM I NDUSTRY
In this section, we present two case studies. The first case
study covers the complex toolchain when developing embedded systems. In the second case, we describe the development
process for a system-of-systems and explain the complex
toolchain’s specific challenges.
A. Case1: Development of Embedded Systems
With each new generation of products, the software tools
used for developing the products are evolving. Furthermore,
the industrial practice we study in our work is using a product
line approach. This means that a configurable common platform is developed, used by several application projects, which
develop the final products. Apart from the common software
and common electronic hardware the platform provides, a
toolchain is provided. These tools enable a configuration of
the platform to the required needs.
To reduce the toolchain’s complexity, it is important to
group tools in process steps as shown in Figure 1. Each process
step contains a set of connected tools, which are set up in
a process. These processes can contain further steps, which
may contain more details. Specifically, we can identify the
following types of tools.
3rd Party Tools Third-party tools are all tools used in the
toolchain provided by suppliers. Typically this can be tools like
compilers, code checkers, and similar. For safety-critical tools,
additional evidence may need to be provided by the supplier
on how the software tool is developed and how risks related
to the tool’s usage have been considered during development.
In-house Tools Not all tools may be developed by suppliers.
In-house developed tools can provide specific features to
support the development processes.
In-house Developed Scripts Scripts are used to glue the
tools together and provide the toolchain’s features. By automating the inputs for all tools, the risk for user errors is
reduced.s

Fig. 1. Industrial case study - toolchain general

Characteristics of the industrial toolchain studied in this
works:
• Variability: Support for product lines, the platform is
configurable based on the needs of the targeted products
• Reducing Probability User Errors: Use of scripts to glue
the tools together to reduce the risk for human errors
when applying the tools.
• Evolution: Supporting, for example, new products or new
electronic hardware makes it necessary to adjust parts of
the platform
Information about third-party tools is available, including
required inputs, target configuration, and outputs. Most interesting are the gluing scripts used for creating the toolchain.
Another aspect that needs to be considered is the possible
changes that can happen over time:
• Changes in a script: A script is changed to improve the
toolchain’s provided functionality.
• Changes in software tool (internal, external): A software
tool is changed, leading to changes in the toolchain.
• Changes in a process step: If a process step is changed,
this may impact the complete toolchain.
Each of these changes may have an impact on the targeted
product. Therefore, it is necessary to revisit the risk assessment
of the toolchain as soon as changes are made. A structured
method is necessary to support both the toolchain documentation and impact analysis in case of a change.
B. Case2: Development of System-of-Systems
We can observe a paradigm shift in the industry from
developing single and human-operated machines towards developing autonomous vehicles used in a system-of-systems.

In Figure 2 we present a simplified view of the connected
control systems. The autonomous vehicles, called TA15, are
used to transport rocks or gravel in open-surface mines like
quarries [11], [12], [13]. A central server coordinates the fleet
of autonomous vehicles with a control system called Fleet
Control. The TA15 machines are loaded with material using
a human-operated Wheel Loader. Furthermore, a single TA15
can be controlled using a remote control. The communication
between the server, the autonomous machines, and the Wheel
Loader control system is realized through the wireless infrastructure.
When developing each control system by itself without
considering integrating it into the system-of-systems, there is
a risk of missing possible failures. It is important to identify
which signals are critical and consider them when analyzing
the toolchain.
V. T OOLCHAIN - D OCUMENTATION AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we describe our method to specify the
toolchain.
In Figure 3 we present the general process we propose
to manage and document a software toolchain to conduct a
safety analysis. This process contains three major parts. The
first part is about where information about the software tools
is stored. The second part focuses on how to document the
toolchain. The last part is utilizing the information to feed
a Hazop Analysis to identify hazards and risks related to the
toolchain. One important input to the HAZOP Analysis comes
from the product risk assessment. The critical system effects
that shall be avoided are necessary input for finding critical
software tools in the toolchain.
A. Tool Data from Database
The data about all types of tools are located in a separate
database. The versions of 3rd party tools are fixed until a
new version is accepted for the development process. In-house
developed tools and the developed scripts are changing versions more often during the development progress. Therefore,
it is necessary to provide versions of tools and input/output
information to the modeling of the toolchain.
B. Documenting Toolchain
In this section, we specify what needs to be described
3rd Party Tools Third-party tools are all tools used in
the toolchain provided by suppliers. Typically, this can
be tools like compilers, code checkers, and similar.
In-house Tools Not all tools may be developed by
suppliers. In-house developed tools and scripts may
be used to provide required features to support the
development processes.
Process Steps To reduce the complexity of the toolchain,
it is important to group tools in process steps.

Process Files Process files are those files that are only
used internally.
Input Files To analyze if the tool can introduce faults
in the code, it is important to understand which files are
used as input.
Output Files The same goes for the output files. It is
important to understand what the tool is doing with the
provided input files and which outputs are generated.
Unused Files Specifically 3rd party tools may provide
a set of output files, which may not be used within the
process. Nonetheless, such files may provide additional
information, which can be used to verify the other outputs
if required.
In Figure 4 we provide an example how to document the
toolchain using SySML Block diagrams [14].
It is depicted which inputs are used in a certain tool or group
of tools and generated. It is possible to describe a hierarchy
of tools, which are refined on the next abstraction level. The
process Merge shown in Figure 3 is not refined further, while
the process Generator Scripts is further refined. Information
about each tool’s purpose can be added automatically by the
direct connection to the tool database.
C. Hazard Analysis
We aim to analyze a complex process and utilize the Hazard,
and Operability Studies (HAZOP) [5] as a method to identify
critical tools in the toolchain. The main idea of the HAZOP
analysis is to utilize guide words to structure the analysis
efforts. The Hazop analysis as a method has its origin in the
chemical industry [15], where complex processes need to be
analyzed to identify critical scenarios. The method is used to
identify the potential for system deviations from the intended
operation.
We utilize the HAZOP method for analyzing the toolchain
to 1) identify critical tools and 2) to identify possible mitigations. A mitigation for a specific risk related to a software
tool could require additional verification activities to review a
software tool’s output. A wide range of guide words is listed
in literature [5]. We chose to utilize the guide words “NO”
and “WRONG”.
• The guide word “NO” is used to find those failures, where
a tool is not getting a required input or where an output
file is not generated.
• The guide work “WRONG” is kept rather broad and may
cover various types of failures.
In Figure 5 we provide an example for the use of the HAZOP
analysis method for the toolchain. We use the following rows
in the HAZOP table:
• Process Step: In this row, the main step is captured to
raise awareness for the process currently studied. When
many hundred scripts and software tools need to be
analyzed, there is a risk of losing the overview.

Fig. 2. Interaction of control systems in a system-of-systems

Fig. 3. Toolchain process

•

•
•
•
•
•

Version: In this row, the versions of the tools to be
analyzed are captured. The analysis is only relevant for a
specific tool or script version. If a new version is provided
or added, this tool’s analysis needs to be repeated to
ensure the new version is not introducing new failures.
Tool/Script: The name of the tool or script is captured.
Input/Output: Clarifying if the tool’s input files are analyzed or the output files.
File: Looking at the process as shown in Figure 4, the
name of the specific file to be analyzed is captured.
Guide word: In this row, the user guide words are listed.
Cause: Here, we clarify what the possible cause for the
failure is. This includes faults in a tool and a human error

•
•
•

if, for example, a specific input needs to be provided by
a user. The possible error types listed by Hillebrand et
al. [6] are useful for guiding the analysis. The authors
distinguish between user errors or tool internal errors.
Consequence: In this row, the consequences of found
deviations are listed.
System Effect: It is important to relate the found software
tool failures to the system level’s possible effects.
Recommended Action: During the brainstorming in the
HAZOP meetings, possible actions can be identified,
reaching from user educations to change requests.

The list of tools, versions, input, and output files can be
generated from the SysML model shown in Figure 4. During

Fig. 4. Toolchain Specification - Example

Fig. 5. HAZOP Toolchain - Example

the HAZOP meetings, each tool shall be evaluated. If tools
or scripts are changing, the toolchain model will be updated
accordingly. When exporting this data to the HAZOP table,
we can highlight those tools in the HAZOP table that have
changed or affected depending on how big impact the change
has.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed how software tools need to
support functional safety. In this scope, we have discussed the
limitations of existing concepts proposed in functional safety
standards. The requirements in those standards focus on single
and independent software tools. They do not guide how to
document and analyze a toolchain. We have provided a case
study of two industrial projects, one developing embedded

systems and one developing a system-of-systems. We provide
a model-based approach to describe a toolchain and show its
application to an industrial case. To analyze potential failures
in the toolchain, we utilize a HAZOP method and show its application. Since toolchains become more complex, we foresee
the need to tool support for developers and safety engineers.
Managing the number of tools manually and keeping track
of changes, is time-consuming. More research is necessary to
further study the impact of toolchain failures in the context of
system-of-systems.
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